
Super Heroes 
 

 Area of 
learning 

Introduction to activity Activity Notes 

1 Literacy 
Alliteration 

Talk about Super heroes. What would you call yourself if you 
were a Super hero? 
 
Watch the You Tube video Super hero ABC 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WDSeC-mOYaE 
 
Here is another video you might like to watch 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7rB--bRp4m0&t=344s 
 
Talk about what alliteration means 
Alliteration is the repetition of the same sound or letter 
at the beginning of each or most of the words in a 
sentence. 
• (example - The boy buzzed around as busy as a 

bee.) 
 
Talk about a super hero name that had the same first 
letter as their name. 
Like Bob the Bubble Man who blows big bubbles at 
baddies 

Talk about what alliteration superhero 
name they could have. 
 
On a large piece of paper write down 
some funny alteration names for 
superheroes. 
 
Examples: 
 

Super Snot-bag Susan 
Flying Fairy Fred 
Big Bold Branden 
Jumping Jelly-legs John 
 
Look at the video again to find other 
examples. 
 
Try to make the names as funny as 
possible 
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2 Computer Talk about how to make a lovely poster for the start of 
fantastic work on Super heroes. 
Help them log into the computer. 
Demonstrate how to open a word program. Or any other 
word processing program. 
Demonstrate how to make letters bigger and change their 
colour 

Let them type in a Superhero name.  
Make the name nice and big because it 
will be the front cover for their work. 
 
Print out the super hero name 

 

3 Science Senses 
Talk about how super heroes have super senses.  
 
Name the senses. Which super sense would they have as a 
Super hero?  
Talk about the hearing sense. Talk about the sense of sight. 
 
Help them identify different senses. 
 

Hearing – make large cones out of card. 
Go out in the garden and using the cone 
listen carefully for the sounds. 
Talk about the sounds you can hear. 
Seeing – Make large glasses or 
binoculars out of toilet rolls so the 
superheroes can have super vision. 
 
 

 

4 Making a 
lapbook 

Watch the video on how to make a lapbook 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=42cg6uPdjxs 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Make a lapbook together to put 
wonderful work in. 
 
Stick the printed name of their super 
hero on the front and finish decorating 
the front cover with pictures. 
Don’t forget to get them to add their 
name at the bottom. 
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5 Video Literacy 
 

Watch ‘Incredibles’ or any other super hero film. 
Talk about good heroes. 
Talk about the baddies. 

  

6 Literacy 
List 

Talk about all the superheroes they can remember. 
Watch You-Tube video again. 

Fold a sheet of paper in half. 
On one half write ‘GOOD’ and the other 
half write ‘EVIL’ 
 
Help them to write down the names of 
superheroes into a list. (try to include 
what powers they have. 
Encourage them to draw illustrations to 
go with the names on separate pieces 
of paper. 
Add to lapbook 
 

 

7 Creative Play Set up a place to make a superhero lair. 
Discuss what the word lair means. Discuss terms like hero 
and anti-hero. 
Talk about when the word anti is in front of another word it 
makes the word mean the opposite. 
 

Build a lair. Is this a lair for the heroes 
or anti-heroes? 
Role play being a super hero. 

 

8 Cooking Make and decorate some biscuits. 
Get a basic biscuit recipe from the internet. 

Decorate the biscuits with coloured 
icing to look like superheroes 
 

 

9 Library Visit the library to look for more superhero books Read books from library. Encourage 
sounding out and using the pictures as 
clues. 
 

 

10 Lego or 
playdough 

Make a lair and super heroes using Lego or playdough. 
Take pictures for lapbook 
 

Help them choose the best pictures and 
cut them out.  
Put these pictures into the lapbook 
 
 

 



11 Poem Together write an ‘I Can’ poem. 
 
Example: 
I am a Superhero 
I can fly high in the sky 
I can see through walls 
I can jump tall buildings 
I can …… 
I can ……. 

Write the poem together or type it on 
the computer. 
 
Illustrate a picture to go with it and add 
it to the lapbook 

 

12 ICT Film a reading of the poem. 
Talk about how they should be clear when reading their 
poem. Talk about using gestures and hand movements. 
Talk about how to think about their audience 

Use phone or camera to film them 
reading their poem. 
Tell them that family members will be 
able to see their great work. 

 

13 Literacy 
Instruction 
text 

Talk about writing instructions. 
Show them some recipe books. 
Look at the layout. 
Talk about how they are going to write instructions for a 
potion to make their superhero stronger or move faster etc. 
 

A super scientist wants you to 
be a better super hero, so he 
is going to invent a potion for 
you 
 
Think about the ingredients they will 
need. 
Help them to write out the list of 
ingredients. 
Next help them to write out 
instructions for mixing the potion. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



14 Literacy. 
comp 

Read ‘Charlie’s superhero underpants’ 
Or watch it on You Tube. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=080joyaFMAc 
 
Just type in Charlie’s superhero underpants 
 
 
Recap who has Charlie’s underpants. What is Charlie’s 
problem now? Does he have superhero powers without his 
underpants? How do you know? Decide how Charlie is going 
to get his underpants back when he doesn’t have his 
superhero powers! 

Draw and write who has the 
underpants. 

 

15 Literacy Read ‘Charlie’s superhero underpants’ 
Or watch it on You Tube. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=080joyaFMAc 
 

On yeti shape write how Charlie is 
going to get his underpants back. 

 

16  Going to plan and write a story for their superhero. Recap 
previous stories and the missions that the heroes had.  
Read ‘Eliot Jones Midnight Superhero’.  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qmTX0M_Qzvg 
 

Talk  about what might happen in our local area?  
Start to plan a class story using a mindmap 
 
 

Together write and draw a mind map 
for your story 
 
To the mindmap add things like setting, 
character, problem. 
 
They will need help with this but don’t 
forget to use images as well as words. 
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